
 

             

     

 

 
 

 

 
 

The PSUK GB Women's Basketball Team travelled to La Rochelle, France from 9-15th 
June 2015 to participate in the 3rd Women's USPE Finals.  The team were the first all 
female delegation to participate in a USPE finals which was great to see in the 100 years 
of women in Policing 
 
The draw had seen the team grouped with newcomers Hungary and defending champions 
Ireland. 
 
The opening ceremony was an event to remember for all players and the recently 
appointed team coach Sal Bunyard-Spiers, who is a sergeant in Warwickshire Police, had 
the honour of being the flag bearer for this. 
 

 
 
 
The team opened up their campaign with a game against Hungary which saw them edge to 
a lead at the end of the first quarter.  The second quarter was close with Hungary opening 
up a 5 point lead.  In the third quarter Hungary extended their lead which led to an exciting 
final quarter with the GB team fighting back with some excellent 3 point shooting by Lisa 
Coffey (Wiltshire Police) and solid scoring by Heather Cosgrove (Police Scotland) and 
Vicki Keane-Christie (Leicestershire Police) to win the quarter but unfortunately not the 
game.  Finals score was Hungary 61 - GB 48. 

COACH:        SALLY BUNYARD-SPIERS 

                   E-Mail: sally.bunyard-spiers@warwickshire.pnn.police.uk 

 

TEAM MANAGER:      ANN MARIE STOBO 

     E-Mail: annmarie.stobo@scotland.pnn.police.uk 



 
The next game saw GB take on the defending champions Ireland who had already 
triumphed over Hungary.  GB knew that only a win by more than 20 points would see them 
progress to the quarter finals stage. 
 
The first quarter started slowly with neither side able to take advantage of good play and 
score baskets.  The experience and quality of the Ireland team began to show and they 
finished the first quarter 15 points up on GB. 
 
The GB team did not become disheartened and played some excellent basketball in the 
remainder of the game to keep the quarters close however Ireland ran out winners 60-34. 
 

 
 
 
The GB team then faces a much improved Netherlands side in the 5th/6th play-off. 
 
Inspired by their performance against Ireland, team GB were ready for their first win.  The 
first quarter saw Netherlands edge out a 2 point lead however GB knuckled down and 
some wonderful defending by Lisa Coffey (Wiltshire Police) and rebounding and scoring by 
Claudette Jordan (West Midlands Police) saw GB take the lead at the end of the half. 
 
The third quarter saw GB start where they had left off and some great offensive play saw 
the guards able to pass the ball inside to team captain Lynne Cochrane (Police Scotland) 
who secured some great baskets. 
 
GB continued to play solid throughout the game and ran out victors by 47-35. 
 
This was the first major tournament for a newly developing team.  This was recognised by 
members of the USPE committee and other Heads of Delegation who praised the GB team 
for their commitment, teamwork and professionalism stating that if this team becomes the 
nucleus of the GB Women's team participating in the 2019 USPE finals then they will be a 
team to be reckoned with. 
 
 
Linda Bunyard-Spiers 
USPE 2015  Head of Delegation 

 


